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Brown, Jr.: Race Relations in Territorial Florida, 1821-1845

RACE RELATIONS IN TERRITORIAL FLORIDA,
1821-1845
by CANTER BROWN, JR.

R

ace relations evolved in complicated and often confused
ways in antebellum Florida, as did patterns of racial interaction in other parts of the South. Nonetheless, many students of the
subject have written as if the institutions, patterns, and practices
prevalent in the 1850s were typical of the region’s experience over
the entire prewar period. In doing so, they have failed to account
fully for regional variations and for changes over time.1
The neglect of evolutionary context and regional diversity has
permitted some authors to project upon southern history a number of historiographical models that depend upon a generalized
world captured at a specific moment in time or, at least, an evolutionary process marked by certainty, clearly defined intent, and
even destiny. Eugene D. Genovese, for instance, offered a Marxist
interpretation of the South’s development. He asserted, in part,
that a planter ruling class shaped southern political culture and
spurred class consciousness by using the law as a tool to assert hegemony over race relations and the functioning of the slave system.
Genovese insisted that the effort was a farsighted one, spearheaded
by “the most advanced fraction of the slaveholders— those who
most clearly perceived the interests and needs of the class as a
whole.” Summarizing the point, he noted, “The law must discipline
the ruling class and guide and educate the masses.“2
Genovese’s argument was offered two decades ago, and he acknowledged at the time that his work risked “too much abstraction.” He invited regional studies that would permit discussion of
Canter Brown, Jr., is adjunct instructor, Department of History and Political Science, Florida A&M University.

1. See, for example, John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community: Plantation Life in
the Antebellum South (New York, 1972); George P. Rawick, From Sundown to Sunup:
The Making of the Black Community (Westport, CT, 1972); Eugene D. Genovese,
Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York, 1974); Robert William
Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, Time on the Cross, 2 vols. (Boston, 1974).
2. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll, 27.
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the issues he raised to move beyond a “preliminary analysis.“3 Florida’s territorial-era experience, which began in 1821 and ended in
1845, invites such an inquiry and provides an opportunity for testing the Genovese model. By 1830 the territory’s economic foundation had shifted substantially toward a slave-labor-based farm and
plantation economy, and its political, social, and economic elites
increasingly were drawn from prominent planter families of the
Old South. Admittedly, much of the territory remained a frontier
until well past the Civil War, but a frontier context for the development of race relations was common to the South.4
Examination of Florida’s antebellum experience suggests that
race relations did not evolve primarily from the farsighted leadership of planter elites, effective disciplining of the ruling class, or education of the masses. Rather, the process was a turbulent one
marked by confusion and uncertainty. The territory’s harsh slave
code and other race-related statutes resulted more from real and
immediate fear of local slave revolt and native insurrection than
from any deliberate farsighted policy. Although Genovese insisted
that harsh laws served “as a device to be reserved for periods of disquiet and especially for periods of rumored insurrectionary plots,”
Florida’s statutes and local ordinances at times so far exceeded
community consensus as to be unenforceable, even amid extreme
emergency.5
The complex nature of Florida’s racial patterns as they existed
prior to the Civil War and the process by which they evolved were
rooted in the area’s Spanish colonial history. Perhaps most importantly in terms of implications for the future, Spanish Florida for
more than a century prior to 1821 had offered itself as a refuge for
runaway American slaves and for Indians fleeing the advance of
Anglo frontier settlement.6 Some refugees located in areas under
immediate Spanish control, but others chose to live in more-remote regions where they stood armed and ready to defend their
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ibid., 26.
See, for example, W. J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York, 1941).
Ibid., 40.
Jane Landers, “Gracia Real de Santa Teresa de Mose: A Free Black Town in
Spanish Colonial Florida,” American Historical Review 95 (February 1990), 9-30; J.
Leitch Wright, Jr., Creeks & Seminoles (Lincoln, NE, 1986), 87-88; James W. Covington, “The Negro Fort,” Gulf Coast Historical Review 5 (Spring 1990), 80; Canter Brown, Jr., “The ‘Sarrazota, or Runaway Negro Plantations’: Tampa Bay’s
First Black Community, 1812-1821,” Tampa Bay History 12 (Fall/Winter 1990), 519.
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freedom. “More than 1,000” runaways and free-born blacks were
estimated to live among the Indians by the early nineteenth century.7
Other traditions of the colonial society also were influential. In
addition to granting refuge to runaways, Spanish Floridians viewed
issues of race differently from many American Southerners. “On
this frontier,” Jane Landers has noted, “race was a concept modified by social connections, wealth and behavior, and upward mobility was not as difficult as it may have been in a major colonial
center.” Further, free blacks, though relatively few in number, enjoyed significant standing in the community, and miscegenation
was not uncommon.8 Thus, the legacies of Florida’s Spanish heritage included the presence of armed blacks and Indians who were
prepared to resist any attempts at forcible removal, a society within
which free blacks constituted a legitimate and influential segment,
and a willingness to accept intermarriage of some white colonials
with blacks or mulattoes.
Spanish rule of Florida ended in 1821, but for many reasons
the influence of its racial policies and practices continued during
the territorial era. First, the example of armed free blacks within
close proximity continued to be a fact of life. Indians, with their
black vassals, controlled most of the territory’s land, particularly in
the peninsula and the western panhandle. Consequently, all but
800 of the new territory’s estimated 4,500 inhabitants were located
in East Florida, bordered by the St. Marys River on the north and
St. Augustine on the south; the remainder resided in Pensacola

7. Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territotial Papers of the United States, 28 vols. (Washington, DC, 1934-1969), Florida Territory, XXII, 744 (hereinafter, Territorial
Papers). As to the presence and influence of free blacks and “Maroons,” Joshua
R. Giddings in 1858 explored the subject and its implications for Florida and
southern history in Exiles of Florida: or, The Crimes Committed by Our Government
Against the Maroons, Who Fled From South Carolina and Other Slave States, Seeking
Protection Under Spanish Laws (Columbus, OH, 1858; reprint ed., Gainesville,
1964). Giddings’s work and thesis largely were ignored during the century after
its publication, although the subject again has begun to command attention.
See, for example, Jane Landers, “Black Society in Spanish St. Augustine, 17841821” (Ph.D. diss., University of Florida, 1988). The role and influence of free
blacks within another North American Spanish colonial society, Louisiana, also
has been examined recently. See Kimberly S. Hanger, “Free Blacks In Spanish
New Orleans: The Transitional Decade, 1769-1779” (Ph.D. diss., University of
Florida, 1985); and Daniel H. Usner, Indians, Settlers, & Slaves In A Frontier
Exchange Economy: the Lower Mississippi Valley Before 1783 (Chapel Hill, 1992).
8. Landers, “Black Society in Spanish St. Augustine,” viii.
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and its immediate vicinity. Middle Florida— the area between the
Suwannee and Apalachicola rivers that became the heart of the territory’s plantation belt— was uninhabited except for scattered native settlements.9
Within the narrow limits of territorial settlement, most inhabitants immediately after the transfer were holdovers from the Spanish colony and derived certain rights, as well as cultural traditions,
from that fact. Kinship or property ownership tied many of these
individuals to the area, even though a number of the whites had
been United States citizens prior to immigration into Spanish territory. All had reason to believe they would be protected in American
Florida because the Adams-Onís Treaty, which authorized the
transfer, guaranteed them the rights of United States citizens.10
That this provision applied to black— as well as to white— holdovers was tested and upheld, at least on a local level, early in the ter11
ritorial period. Although the actual protection afforded in
practice by this guarantee is unclear, numerous racially discriminatory laws enacted by the territorial council exempted holdover free
blacks. Thereafter, they enjoyed “a certain status which other free
Negroes in Florida did not enjoy.“12
Probably a majority of the territory’s 600 to 800 free blacks—
those who lived outside Indian lands— were mulattoes.13 Most were
clustered in the two towns of consequence, St. Augustine and
Pensacola. More importantly, many were the issue of prominent
members of the community. At St. Augustine, for example, George
J. F. Clarke, Charles W. Clarke, Francisco X. Sanchez, and John
Leslie, among others, had mulatto children, and “a respected
9. Dorothy Dodd, “Florida’s Population in 1845,” Florida Historical Quarterly 24
(July 1945), 4.
10. John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1833-1842 (Gainesville, 1967),
29.
11. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, November 27, 1824.
12. Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum Florida, 1821-1860
(Gainesville, 1973), 113; David Y. Thomas, “The Free Negro in Florida Before
1865;” South Atlantic Quarterly 10 (October 1911), 336.
13. Florida’s first reliable census was taken in 1830 and disclosed 817 free blacks in
the territory. Although the population as a whole had increased to over 30,000
(including 15,501 slaves), the immigration of free blacks (as opposed to runaways) in any considerable numbers during the 1820s is unlikely. The number
of free blacks remained relatively constant in Florida through 1860. Census takers did not count mulattoes until 1850. In that year, 703 of the state’s 932 free
blacks were mulattoes. See United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Negro Population, 1790-1915 (Washington, DC, 1918), 57, 221.
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property-owing [black and mulatto] class” already was present at
Pensacola. Similarly, Alachua County developer Edward M. Wanton raised a multiracial family. Slave trader Zephaniah Kingsley of
Fort George Island near Jacksonville enjoyed entertaining visitors
to his plantation with his “coloured wife . . . at the head of the table,
surrounded by handsome and happy children.” Kingsley, who saw
mulattoes as a necessary protection against race war, publicly
insisted “that the coloured race were superior to us, physically and
morally.“14
Florida’s territorial experience with miscegenation was not unusual. The acceptance of interracial families mirrored practices in
other coastal areas of the lower South, which had also been subject
to Spanish influences. Joel Williamson has noted that, prior to
1850, attitudes were “especially lenient” in the region. “Free mulattoes of the more affluent sort in the lower South,” he observed,
“were treated by influential whites as a third class, an acceptable
and sometimes valuable intermediate element between black and
white, slave and free. In the lower South mulatto relations had a
distinct West Indian flavor.“15
Miscegenation continued throughout Florida’s territorial period, and attempts by the legislative council to outlaw it were routinely ignored. By the time the state’s mulatto population was first
counted in 1850, one out of ten blacks (including free individuals
and slaves) was of mixed blood.16 According to Daniel L. Schafer, violators of prohibitory laws “risked little more than gossip and ostracism.”17 One of Jacksonville’s founders, Isaiah D. Hart, openly

14. Dodd, “Florida’s Population in 1845,” 4; Louise Biles Hill, “George J. F. Clarke,
1774-1836,” Florida Historical Quarterly 21 (January 1943), 197-253; Landers,
“Black Society,” 126-27; Wright, Creeks & Seminoles, 81; Ruth B. Barr and
Modeste Hargis, “The Voluntary Exile of Free Negroes of Pensacola,” Florida
Historical Quarterly 17 (July 1938), 4; St. Augustine Florida Herald, May 12, 1830;
Philip S. May, “Zephaniah Kingsley, Nonconformist (1765-1843),” Florida Historical Quarterly 23 (January 1945), 145-59; L. Maria Child, Letters From New York
(New York, 1843), 142-43.
15. Joel Williamson, New People: Miscegenation and Mulattoes in the United States (New
York, 1980), 2, 15. See also Michael P. Johnson and James L. Roark, eds., Charleston’s Free People of Color on the Eve of the Civil War (Chapel Hill, 1984); and
Johnson and Roark, Black Masters: A Free Family of Color in the Old South (New
York, 1984).
16. United States Department of Commerce, Negro Population, 209.
17. Daniel L. Schafer, “‘A Class of People Neither Freemen nor Slaves’: From Spanish to American Race Relations in Florida, 1821-1861,“ Journal of Social History 26
(Spring 1993), 599.
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consorted with a black mistress until his death in 1861.18 Planterpolitician Banks Meacham of Quincy sent his mulatto son to the
town’s private academy. The son, Robert, did not know as an adult
whether he had been slave or free.19 When Tampa pioneer William
Ashley died in 1873, he arranged for his black mistress to be buried
next to him. The tombstone inscription read: “Here Lie William
Ashley and Nancy Ashley, Master and Servant; faithful to each
other in that relation in life, in death they are not separated.
Strangers, consider and be wise— in the grave all human distinctions of race or color mingle in one common dust.“20
The blending of Spanish and Anglo customs, as well as the
law’s failure to discipline the multiracial society, was evident in
other facets of local culture. Public officials enacted numerous territorial and municipal regulations to limit black mobility. The efforts often were ineffective, however, as demonstrated by repeated
attempts at their implementation and execution. The St. Augustine city council thus echoed the actions of other towns and of the
territory by attempting in 1837 to prohibit “any person, having legal control of a slave, [to] suffer him or her to go at large and trade
as a free person.“21 Yet, at the close of the territorial period the
county grand jury still was condemning “the great looseness or laxity that too generally prevails in the management of the Slave population.“22
Such mobility raises questions about the nature of territorial
society. Some might argue that Florida’s slave system was disciplined and unthreatened by movement. Many Floridians did not
believe this was the case. Their words and actions suggest that mobility likely represented a necessary concession by individual owners to economic conditions and to established patterns of race
relations over which the slaveholder had less than complete control. Accordingly, and in defiance of statutory and regulatory prohibitions, owners continued to grant their bondsmen “leaves of
18. Ibid.
19. The younger Meacham was not accepted by the parents of his white Quincy
peers. They sent word to the teacher, in Robert Meacham’s words, “that if he
was going to teach a nigger they would keep their children at home.” Canter
Brown, Jr., “‘Where are now the hopes I cherished?’ The Life and Times of Robert Meacham,” Florida Historical Quarterly 69 (July 1990), 2-3.
20. Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and the Tampa Bay Region of
Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 162.
21. St. Augustine Florida Herald, February 16, 1837.
22. Territorial Papers, XXVI, 916.
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absence.” Without real impact, some leaders railed against the
practice and its racial and economic implications. St. Johns County
grand jurors, for instance, bemoaned “the almost universal usage
among Slave owners in making the slaves in substance free dealers by
allowing them to go forth and hire themselves by the day or otherwise to who ever may incline to employ them.” This practice, the
panel concluded, “is of necessity followed by a relaxation of discipline and in them a forgetfulness of duty, gives them the possession
of money and affords them the means of debauchery and cannot
but lead to the ultimate ruin of the slave.“23
Clearly, the majority of slaves were not afforded total freedom
of movement. Most, however, were permitted regularly or, at least,
occasionally to leave the farm, plantation, or business. Marriage off
the property was not unusual, and visitations were allowed. Holidays, likewise, encouraged unsupervised travel, particularly during
the period between Christmas and New Years Day.24 Such an occasion at Newnansville (modern Alachua) was described by a visitor.
“High and low, rich and poor, good and bad, the sober and intemperate, white and black, the wise and the foolish have come together, from village and from country cabins,” he wrote, “to enjoy
the most ancient festival of Christmas with boisterous hilarity.” The
man concluded, “The perfect freedom which the negroes here enjoy during Christmas week struck me with surprise.“25
Holidays thus afforded opportunities for the races to mingle
on a limited social basis, again evidencing white ambivalence toward enforcing a rigid color line. Traditional festivals, such as
Pensacola’s “Pad-Gaud,” served a similar purpose.26 At Tampa in
1838 “a good many Negroes attended the theater and the beautiful
and virtuous ladies of [the town] were present.“27 Another frequent
social opportunity consisted of church services on Sundays. Whites
sometimes intended them as occasions to teach respect for mas23. Similarly, a visitor at Key West in 1862 noted a “custom long in vogue here” of
allowing slaves “to hire their own time and make what they could, paying to
master a portion of their earnings.” St. Augustine News, November 19, 1842; Territorial Papers, XXVI, 916; Boston Daily Journal, September 12, 1862.
24. Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth, 73-74.
25. Dorothy Dodd, Florida Becomes A State (Tallahassee, 1945), 16.
26. T. Frederick Davis, “Pioneer Florida: The Pad-Gaud at Pensacola, 1830,” Florida
Historical Quarterly 23 (April 1945), 221.
27. Felix P. McGaughy, Jr., “The Squaw Kissing War: Bartholomew M. Lynch’s Journal of the Second Seminole War, 1836-1839” (Master’s thesis, Florida State University, 1965), 180n.
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ters, as well as for “looking after the negro’s morals.“28 That is to say,
they saw attendance at church as an opportunity to educate slaves
in the interest of the planter class. The attempt, however, often was
unsuccessful. “The slaves went to the ‘white folks’church on Sundays,” recalled one territorial-era slave from Columbia County.
“They were seated in the rear of the church. The white minister
would arise and exhort the slaves ‘to mind your masters, you owe
them your respect.’An old Christian slave who perceived things
differently was heard to mumble, ‘Yeah, wese jest as good as deys is
only deys white and we’s black, huh.‘“29
Sunday travel was important to slaves for reasons other than
the freedom of movement it allowed. They capitalized on the opportunity to enhance the economic possibilities occasioned by concessions such as leaves of absence. In doing so, they also
undermined laws and rules restricting their involvement in local
markets and prohibiting their use of some commodities. In these
circumstances, Sunday in the territory’s small towns was often typified by noise, tumult, and behavior that offended the sensibilities
of some community leaders who, nonetheless, were powerless to
change things. “We believe this custom is highly demoralizing,”
Gadsden County grand jurors proclaimed in 1837, “and tends to
corrupt and derange the habits of our slave population, and render the Sabbath a day of amusement, dissipation, and debauchery.
The negroes . . . make use of that opportunity to pilfer from their
masters and others, those articles which are readily exchanged for
spirituous liquors.“30
The loose control masters seemingly exercised over many
bondsmen stemmed in part from the nature of slaveholding during the territorial era. As was the case in most of the South, relatively few of Florida’s farming operations involved gentlemen
planters, with overseers, supervising estates of hundreds or thousands of acres tilled by large numbers of slaves.31 Rather, as Larry E.
Rivers’s studies have shown, the planter class constituted a small
28. Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth, 95-96.
29. George P. Rawick, ed., The American Slave: A Composite Autobiography, 19 vols.
(Westport, CT, 1941; reprint ed., 1972), Florida Narratives, XVII, 35. See also
Gary R. Mormino, “Florida Slave Narratives,” Florida Historical Quarterly 66
(April 1988), 411-12.
30. Tallahassee Floridian, October 25, 1837.
31. James Oakes, The Ruling Race: A History of American Slaveholders (New York,
1983), 40.
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An overseer whips his slave with a paddle. Illustration courtesy Florida Photographic Collection, Florida State Archives.

minority of the population, and holdings usually amounted to only
a few bondsmen.32 Florida slaves, like those in other southern
states, thus labored alone or within relatively small groups and
were often in direct personal contact with their owners.
Because of these contexts, gang labor, rigid discipline, and
overseer cruelties sometimes associated with the regimen of a large
plantation applied only to a minority of the territory’s slaves. That
fact should not be interpreted, however, as suggesting that the system was not harsh and, sometimes, extremely cruel. “He gave us all
we wanted to eat, but he cowhided us,” recalled one former slave.
“He had a cowhide and used to take us in a little room to whip us.
32. In 1830 only 42 percent of Jefferson County’s families owned slaves and, of
slaveholding families, only 16 percent owned twenty slaves or more; by 1860, 59
percent owned at least one slave but only 21 percent of slaveholding families
owned twenty or more. While a majority of families owned slaves in Leon and
Gadsden counties, only between 15 and 25 percent of those families fell within
the planter class. See Larry E. Rivers, “‘Dignity and Importance’: Slavery in Jefferson County, Florida— 1827 to 1860,” Florida Historical Quarterly 61 (April
1983), 407-08; idem, “Slavery in Microcosm: Leon County, Florida, 1824-1860,”
Journal of Negro History 46 (Fall 1981), 238; idem, “Slavery and the Political Economy of Gadsden County, Florida: 1823-1861,” Florida Historical Quarterly 70 (July
1991), 5-6.
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Did you ever know of a master not to cowhide a nigger?“33 A visitor to
Middle Florida in 1837-1838 noted, “The slaves . . . are generally
treated with the greatest severity. A whip is the only language used
with them.“34
In addition to the size of typical slaveholdings, other factors
molded the institution. Rivers’s studies demonstrate, for instance,
that a significant number of slaves were purchased to work on locations other than the owner’s farm or plantation. Owners often obtained bondsmen for investment or for purposes of estate planning
with the intention that they be rented out. They used the income
35
to support widows or minor children. Hiring out slaves necessarily
involved mobility. The practice also required separation from the
slave’s family and loved ones. Additionally, it encouraged cruel
treatment of the bondsman because a lessee did not have to live
permanently with the consequences of punishment or the denial
of proper diet or medical care. 36 These factors, as well as the division of authority between lessee and lessor, undoubtedly contributed over time to the “looseness” of slave control.
A measure of mobility, some economic opportunities, and
chances for social interaction were available to many blacks, but
factors understandably prompted bondsmen to flee their enslavement. “It is said,” an editor noted in 1824, “that many decline settling in the Territory because they are liable to the loss of their
negroes by elopement.“37 The Tallahassee Floridian echoed the
charge a decade later. Its editor opined, “There are few things
which have been subjects of greater complaint for the last two or
three years than runaway negroes, who are permitted to go at large,
and plunder the public.“38
33. Mormino, “Florida Slave Narratives,” 409.
34. Arthur R. Seymour, trans., “Essay on Middle Florida, 1837-1838 (Eassai sur la
Floride du Milieu) by Comte de Castlenau,” Florida Historical Quarterly 26 (January 1948), 240. Jefferson County planter Achille Murat, reflecting the sentiments and insensitivity of many whites, defended whippings. “Let one of my
negroes [rob me],” he stated, “[and] he is whipped and mends his manners.
Corporeal pain over, he feels no other bad consequences, and his innocent children are not punished for the fault of the father; but whatever may be said,
cruel punishments are not practiced.” Ellen Call Long, Florida Breezes; or Florida,
New and Old (Jacksonville, 1883; facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1962), 164.
35. Rivers, “Jefferson County,” 417-20; idem, “Leon County,” 242-43; idem, “Gadsden County,” 15-17.
36. Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth, 77.
37. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, October 16, 1824.
38. Tallahassee Floridian, January 18, 1834.
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Masters’ sentiments toward truant bondsmen varied radically,
suggesting the diversity of beliefs among slaveholders and the dangers of assuming that a planter elite could fully discipline its class.
Some owners naturally expressed anger or resentment, but published notices frequently betrayed a certain admiration for the runaway. Twenty-four-year-old Dick, of Leon County, was “a daring,
artful villain” and William Isaac of Jacksonville, aged nineteen, “a
very intelligent negro.“39 Occasionally masters were disbelieving
that their bondsman would leave. Mary Roberts of Marianna said of
her servant Harry: “He is a keen artful fellow and no doubt will give
a favorable account of himself. I think it is likely that he has been
carried off.“40 Mary Sanchez promised her man George that, if he
returned to her St. Augustine home, “all will be forgiven.“41
Why would Harry have left Mary Roberts, or George, Mary
Sanchez? Perhaps, surprisingly, the most common scenario did not
involve cruel punishment. More often, runaways had been recently
brought into the territory and were seeking to return to their families and loved ones. Florida slaves eloped to every southern slave
state. The urge to return home was so strong for twenty-two-yearold Lewis that in 1839 he stole a horse at Tampa Bay’s Fort Brooke
and made his escape through 100 miles of Indian territory during
the midst of the Second Seminole War. “His destination it is supposed will be South Carolina,” a report noted, “whence he was
brought last fall.“42 Even capture did not defeat the spirit of some
bondsmen. After running away from a plantation in the Lake Jackson area of Leon County, Edmund and Rebecca were seized and
jailed at Hawkinsville, Georgia. Undaunted, a local man recorded,
“Edmund fired the Jail and subsequently broke out, and [then departed] towards Hamburg, S. C., through to Virginia, if possible.“43
Many runaways chose to remain close to loved ones in the territory. “I purchased [Jim] . . . last January,” advertised one man in
1833, “and have reason to believe he is about Tallahassee, where he
has been heretofore hired— his wife is a large dark complected
woman, whom he decoyed off, and is doubtless with him.“44 Other
bondsmen opted for freedom in the nearby Indian lands. “Negroes
39. St. Augustine Florida Herald, June 1, 1833; St. Augustine News, June 19, 1840.
40. Tallahassee Floridian, February 28, 1835.
41. St. Augustine Florida Herald, February 10, 1830.
42. Tallahassee Floridian, September 28, 1839.
43. Ibid., April 6, 1839.
44. Ibid., May 11, 1833.
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are harboured among the Indians with impunity,” charged a newspaper in 1824.45 Owners’fears that slaves would seek such refuge
were commonplace well into the 1840s and, as will be seen, were
not without foundation.46
The relative ease with which substantial numbers of slaves fled
bondage demonstrates the failure of territorial law to stem the runaway problem. The legislative council felt compelled in the 1820s,
for example, to impose the death penalty “for a master of a ship to
conceal on board and carry away any slave, the property of a citizen
of the Territory.” Soon, the same penalty was imposed upon “any
person convicted of slave stealing.“47 Still, runaways often remained
at liberty for long periods of time.48
No doubt black family members and friends protected many,
but some whites also harbored fugitives. These whites fell within
two broad categories: persons sympathetic to the runaway, and persons desirous of exploiting the fugitive for their own purposes. “Negro stealing” was a continuing problem, and owner frustration ran
high at the ability of their bondsmen to elude capture through the
help of whites. A St. Johns County man summarized these feelings.
“I am determined to punish [my runaway],” he declared, “until he
informs me who has given him food and protection, and I shall apply the law of Judge Lynch to my own satisfaction, on those concerned in his concealment.“49
White sympathy for runaways stemmed from a number of
sources, although ties of kinship must be counted among the most
significant. Miscegenation was common, and illustrations of family
concern stretching across racial lines easily are found.50 Antislavery
45. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, October 16, 1824.
46. Edwin L. Williams, Jr., “Negro Slavery in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly 28
(October 1949), 102-04.
47. Thelma Bates, “The Legal Status of the Negro in Florida,” Florida Historical
Quarterly 6 (January 1928), 166.
48. As to the capture of runaways, one Englishman wrote in the late 1830s: “At Tallahassee I saw in the streets two negroes with heavy iron collars around their
necks. These were captured run-aways; the collars which much have weighed
seven or ten pounds had spikes projecting on either side. One of the poor creatures had hold of the spikes as he walked along to ease the load that pressed
painfully on his shoulders.” See Bertram H. Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee (Tallahassee, 1971), 112-13.
49. St. Augustine Florida Herald, June 16, 1838.
50. See, for example, May, “Zephaniah Kingsley”; Brown, “Robert Meacham”;
Child, Letters From New-York, 142-43; Richard A. Martin and Daniel L. Schafer,
Jacksonville’s Ordeal By Fire: A Civil War History (Jacksonville, 1984), 246-47.
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sentiment also existed during the territorial period, as the Pensacola Gazette suggested in 1834. “The curse of domestic slavery,” its
editor proclaimed, “has scarcely yet begun to be felt— we speak
upon it as a curse, not to the negro but to the white man.“51
The ofttimes slack nature of slave control, interracial ties of
kinship and affection, slave mobility, opportunities for social interaction across racial lines, and antislavery sentiment during Florida’s territorial period all reflect patterns of race relations at odds
with 1850s practices typical in other areas of the South. If planter
elites were using the law effectively as a tool to create a more-disciplined political culture, how was this being done? Were the attempts proving effective over time?
Several scholars have examined the severity of Florida’s slave
code and racially discriminatory legislation, including laws against
miscegenation, manumission, harboring fugitive slaves, property
ownership by blacks, and slave mobility.52 Penalties included whipping, nailing the slave’s ears to a post, burning the slave with a
heated iron in open court, and death.53 Yet, day-to-day realities
were often at odds with the law. In the final year of the territorial
era a grand jury still could declare, “It is a fact established by proof
. . . that from want of care or a mistaken policy on the part of many
slave owners, an inertness in the enforcement of the law or a lameness in the laws themselves an extent of privilege and indulgence is
permitted to which [blacks] can have no consistent claim and
which is wholly incompatible with a just estimate on their part of
their proper position.“54
This state of affairs existed because much of the law evolved
not from a considered plan but, rather, was adopted in an emotional atmosphere grounded in planters’immediate fears of slave
revolt and black and Indian insurrection. Laws enacted in such a
climate stepped far beyond the bounds of community consensus

51. Pensacola Gazette, May 17, 1834, quoted from Sidney Walter Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days (Athens, 1944; reprint ed., Philadelphia, 1974), 123.
52. Thomas, “The Free Negro in Florida Before 1865”; Bates, “Legal Status”; Edwin
L. Williams, “Negro Slavery in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly 28 (October
1949), 102-04; Russell Garvin, “The Free Negro in Florida Before the Civil War,”
Florida Historical Quarterly 46 (July 1967), 1-18; Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth,
101-21.
53. Bates, “Legal Status,” 132.
54. Territorial Papers, XXVI, 916.
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and, once the particular emergency passed, often commanded so
little respect as to be unenforceable.
The conflicts that prompted enactment of racial laws predated
transfer of the territory to the United States. The First Seminole
War of 1817-1818, according to one historian, “had been commenced for the destruction of the [free blacks],” and its principal
engagement was fought between blacks and forces commanded by
Andrew Jackson.55 Likely on Jackson’s orders, remaining black settlements near Tampa Bay were destroyed in 1821.56 How many refugee and runaway blacks continued to live in the territory is
unclear, although the number apparently was in excess of 1,000. In
1823 American authorities attempted by treaty to concentrate
them and their Indian allies deep within the peninsula.57 Fear of
their proximity to settled areas was pervasive. “Many fugitive slaves
[are] running at large in the Southern part of this paninsula,” reported Governor William P. DuVal. “[They] are well armed with
Spanish Muskets &cc.“58
When authorities removed Indians and blacks to the new Indian reservation, poor planning, insufficient supplies, lack of cooperation, and bad weather combined to reduce many evacuees to
near starvation.59 Incidents between white settlers and Indians compounded the problem, while slavecatchers hounded officials for
the return of runaways. 60 By the spring of 1826 the natives had become so desperate that a delegation of chiefs visited Washington to
protest. President John Quincy Adams agreed to adjust the northern limits of their reservation to include fertile lands adjacent to
the frontier in Alachua County.61 In the minds of many settlers, the
government’s decision placed armed black runaways within shooting distance of their families. As planter James Gadsden later explained, “The extension of their limits. . . was ill advised, and [was]
the fruitful cause of most of the disagreements with our Red Brethren of Florida.“62

55. Giddings, Exiles of Florida, 54-55.
56. Brown, “Sarrazota, or Runaway Negro Plantations.”
57. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 42-50.
58. Territorial Papers, XXII, 744.
59. Giddings, Exiles of Florida, 75.
60. Virginia Bergman Peters, The Florida Wars (Hamden, CT, 1979), 73-80.
61. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 62.
62. Tallahassee Floridian, April 3, 1832.
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Passions simmered on both sides of the reservation boundary
in 1826 and 1827. When an army detachment approached one Indian town in July 1826, a black informed its officers that “the [Indian and black] inhabitants, on hearing of our approach, had
taken to the swamp, and would fight if followed.“63 When a party of
Indians left the reservation and reportedly murdered a family near
Tallahassee, Middle Floridians— who lived in the heart of the territory’s plantation belt— were shocked and fearful. According to one
account, “their indignation against the Indians was unbounded.“64
Alachua County residents demanded that a permanent military
post be established to protect their settlements.65 Officials dispatched regular army troops from Tampa Bay and Pensacola to the
Suwannee River, and the governor of Georgia sent several militia
companies to the state line.66
Through 1827 the possibility of war hung in the air, and, at that
juncture, the legislative council met to consider enactment of the
territory’s first slave code. For seven years Florida had governed itself without the need for a comprehensive code, but the danger
posed by frontier problems compelled action. The council responded with a detailed checklist of restrictions designed to restrain all bondsmen. Legislators banned “riot, rout, unlawful
assembly, quarrel, or fight” by free blacks and slaves. It was also decreed that any white man found at an unlawful assembly or meeting of blacks would be whipped. The death penalty was imposed
for any capital offense, manslaughter, or the burning of a “dwelling
house, store, cotton gin, barn or stable.“67
Despite the legislative action, fears of black revolt remained
high as frontier problems persisted. Although Indians comprised
the larger number of potential hostiles, many whites perceived
blacks as the true villains. “The negroes of the Seminole Indians,
are wholly independent, or at least regardless of the authority of
their masters,” asserted the Indian agent, “and are Slaves but in

63. George A. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, Written During a Period of Thirty Years’
Service in the Army of the United States (Philadelphia, 1868; facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1974), 148.
64. Giddings, Exiles of Florida, 79.
65. Isaac Clark to Thomas S. Jesup, December 30, 1826, Quartermaster General,
Consolidated Correspondence File 1794-1915, Isaac Clark file, RG 92, box 109,
National Archives, Washington, DC.
66. Savannah Daily Georgian, November 17, 1826, January 1, 1827.
67. Bates, “Legal Status,” 160-61.
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Gopher John, a Black Seminole interpreter for United States troops engaged in
fighting the Seminoles. Illustration courtesy Florida Photographic Collection, Florida State
Archives.
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name.” He added, “The great influence the Slaves possess over
their masters . . . is uniformly exercised in exciting their jealousy of
the whites.“68 When army troops withdrew from the Indian agency
at nearby Fort King (Ocala) in 1829, settlers again demanded action, while noting their “helpless and unprotected condition.” The
St. Augustine Florida Herald commented, “The whole country is
now laid open to them; and they can, with impunity commit depredations upon the property of the inhabitants.“69
Apprehensions of the might of armed free blacks on the frontier and of the possibility of free black cooperation with a slave revolt continued to haunt legislators. In 1829 the council, which
increasingly represented Middle Florida’s planter interests, again
focused its attention on the problem. Delegates prohibited manumission and the immigration of free blacks into the territory. Additionally, it ordered that any slave freed by a Floridian be sold back
into slavery.70 In 1831 and 1832 the council further tightened controls, banned possession of firearms by blacks, and passed a law
“against intermarriage [of whites] with free negroes or attempting
to live in a state of adultery or fornication [with blacks].“71
Coming on the heels of Nat Turner’s slave insurrection in Virginia, the changes might appear to be part of regional efforts to
tighten laws. A more immediate cause, however, lay with the continuing potential for frontier violence. In early 1832, for instance,
Alachua County residents again petitioned for “armed force” to
counter “aggression by the Indians or attempt of an insurrection
among the slaves.” Settlers argued that “1600 Warriors & over 1100
Slaves (belonging to the Indians) now resid[e] in the Seminole Indian Nation many of whom are traversing the Country adjoining
the Northern Boundary of the Indian Nation.“72
Planter and frontiersmen fears were justified. By 1835 Indian
leaders, counseled by black advisers, opted for war rather than emigration to the west. Under Holata Micco and Osceola— and often
commanded by the black chief Harry— Indians and blacks initiated

68. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 911.
69. St. Augustine Florida Herald, September 2, 1829.
70. Bates, “Legal Status,” 164-65.
71. Thomas, “Free Negro,” 340.
72. Territorial Papers, XXIV, 643-44.
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a series of provocative incidents. 73 Meanwhile, several black leaders
circulated among the Alachua- and St. Johns River-area plantations. According to Kenneth Wiggins Porter, they successfully “encouraged the Negroes, by promises of freedom and plunder, to be
prepared to revolt simultaneously with the outbreak of hostilities.“74 When open warfare commenced in December 1835 and January 1836, hundreds— if not 1,000 or more— bondsmen
cooperated by deserting to Indian and black settlements.75 This
event marked the greatest slave uprising in United States history.
Although earlier prohibitions had proved ineffective, the
council adopted additional repressive measures when racial tensions boiled over into slave revolt. Among other provisions, the
“Act respecting the hostile Negroes and Mulattoes in the Seminole
Nation” penalized owners for the return of slaves who had fled
from their farms and plantations. 76 Since most of the slaves in question lived in East Florida frontier areas, the Middle Florida planter
elite, which by then dominated the council, sacrificed little. The attempt, however, was too much for Floridians accustomed to disregarding overreaching laws. Residents throughout East Florida
refused to comply with the “odious” and “reckless” law and its
“cruel and oppressive imposition” and demanded its repeal.77 Days
after the council convened in January 1837, it acknowledged the
mistake. 78

73. Canter Brown, Jr., Florida's Peace River Frontier (Orlando, 1991), 40-43. Faced
with the threat of war, many whites, who could not imagine a genuinely autonomous spirit among the blacks, were confounded. Only outsiders, some slaveholders preferred to believe, could have instigated such intense desires for
freedom. “There are a large number of Negroes amongst the Indians,” one resident reported, “who may be under the influence of the Abolitionists of the
North, whose machinations, are now endangering our safety.” See Territorial
Papers, XXV, 190.
74. Kenneth Wiggins Porter concluded, “Since, for a number of years, the prevalence of peace had encouraged intercourse between Negro slaves and Seminole
Indians, it was easy to convince the slaves.” Kenneth Wiggins Porter, “The Negro
Abraham,” Florida Historical Quarterly 25 (July 1946), 17-18.
75. At the remote Miami River plantation of territorial council member Richard
Fitzpatrick, fifty to sixty slaves struggled for their freedom and only “with great
exertion” was his overseer able to prevent them “from falling into the hands of
the Indians.” See Peters, Florida Wars, 108; Hugo L. Black III, “Richard Fitzpatrick’s South Florida, 1822-1840, Part II: Fitzpatrick’s Miami River Plantation,” Tequesta 41 (1981), 36, 40.
76. Laws of Florida (1836), 13-15.
77. St. Augustine Florida Herald, November 24, 1836.
78. Tallahassee Floridian, February 18, 1837.
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The attempt of Middle Florida planters to “discipline” their
class and others had failed; rather, the planter elite had been instructed to reach no further than a legal position their opponents
safely could ignore. Their problem, though; soon grew even
greater. Many East Florida leaders, wary of planters’designs, demanded political separation. “Perhaps it would suit all parties better,” explained one East Floridian, “to divide the Territory at the
Suwannee and let that part west of that river ‘set up for herself,’if she
will.”79 Struggling to maintain credibility and fearing the impact of
a loosely disciplined East Florida frontier, Middle Florida leaders
quickly accelerated the drive for a statehood convention as their
only option in maintaining influence in the territory as a whole. In
1837 Governor Richard Keith Call, a Middle Florida planter, succeeded against East Florida opposition in issuing a convention
call. 80
The constitutional convention met at St. Joseph on December
3, 1838, and the territory’s deep sectional differences surfaced in
its deliberations. After long debate, the convention ultimately rejected division of the territory and, eventually, approved a constitution that protected slavery while prohibiting the legislature from
passing emancipation laws or barring settlers from bringing slaves
into the territory. The charter subsequently was rejected overwhelmingly in East Florida and approved territory-wide by only
twenty-one votes.81
The St. Joseph Convention and the sectional and economic
differences it exposed helped give birth to party politics in Florida.
The tumultuous nature of party competition thereafter heightened racial and sectional tensions as Middle Florida planters
strained to win statehood before East Floridians could secede.82
Democrats, with the planters’ silent assent, accused East Florida
Whigs, who were pro-division, of abolitionist sentiment. “Disunite
[the territory],” roared the Tallahassee Floridian in 1840, “and we
shall have the germ of an Abolition State in East Florida, in less
than five years.“83 Such inflammatory language, based upon widespread concern among Middle Florida slaveholders, continued to

79. Dodd, Florida Becomes A State, 40, quoting St. Augustine Florida Herald, January 6,
1838.
80. Ibid., 31-47.
81. Ibid., 63.
82. Herbert J. Doherty, The Whigs of Florida, 1845-1854 (Gainesville, 1959), 1-8.
83. Tallahassee Floridian, April 4, 1840.
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exemplify the tenor of public debate until Florida finally achieved
statehood in 1845.
For twenty-four years prior to Florida’s admission into the
Union, change, confusion, fear, misunderstanding, and overreaction marked the patterns of its race relations. They were not as
static as suggested by many recent scholars. Rather, they evolved
within a dynamic context that itself was molded by the territory’s
frontier experience. Where some historians have attempted to apply to the South over-arching theories based upon fixed circumstances, Florida’s example suggests that local customs, conditions,
and events had substantial impact upon the evolution of slavery
and relations between the races.
As argued by Eugene Genovese for the South generally, the territory’s planter elite, of whom most lived in Middle Florida, did attempt to discipline society through the law. In substantial measure,
though, their effort failed to achieve its goal. By the end of the era
those leaders, against the wishes of many of their East Florida counterparts, were compelled to seek statehood in an urgent attempt to
find more effective alternatives. Still, the alternatives chosen offered no guarantee of eventual success. Additionally, such attempts
more often than not were born out of fearful reaction to events occurring within the territory, rather than from farsighted leadership. As a result, the law often overreached community consensus
and, if not challenged directly, was ignored or treated with indifference by a broad range of residents-white and black, slave and
free. Day-to-day life in Florida continued to offer far greater possibilities for many of the territory’s residents than the letter of the
law seemingly permitted.
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